
⇒ a defensive “panic alarm” sound barrier - to 

immediately force a threatening person to retreat

⇒ activated via a hard-wired button and/or a 

remote control unit carried on one’s person

⇒ 24/7 : also provides after-hours protection 

when installed onto an existing alarm system

⇒ compatible with all existing alarm systems, 

simple to retrofit and install.

⇒ generates an utterly intolerable 

sound spectrum,  broadcast at 125dB.

⇒ ultra-high Swedish quality & durability.

The Inferno Instant system provides round the 

clock protection for operations targeted 24 hours a 

day, regardless of whether the premises is open or 

closed. This system is most often deployed where 

intruders threaten employees in order to forcibly 

obtain money and/or products such as alcohol and 

cigarettes. Crime of this nature is often brazen and 

spontaneous, devoid of planning and thought. 

They are most often poorly prepared and ill-

equipped to follow through on their threats. 

Activating the sound barrier will force the intruder 

to retreat immediately, thus defending both the 

employee, cash takings and valuable stock.

The Instant system comprises an Intenso sound 

barrier and a means of instantly activating the 

device. A hard-wired “panic button” is 

positioned in an easily accessed location 

(such as under the counter) and if desired, 

a remote control unit (similar to a car alarm 

remote) is carried by the employee. This permits 

the sound barrier to be activated from any location 

in the protected area.  

The core of this system is the Intenso sound 

barrier, the most widely deployed and successful 

Inferno sound barrier to date. It is immensely 

powerful , rugged and durable; whilst at the same 

time remaining discrete and inconspicuous.

TECHNICAL SUMMARYTECHNICAL SUMMARY

Protective capability: Up to 70m²

Dimensions: (mm) 685 x 106 x 40

Weight: 1.7kg

Frequency range: 2 - 5kHz

Acoustic effect: 125 - 127dB (A)

Battery backup: 9.6V,1800mAh,Ni-MH

Battery lifetime: 3 years

Power consumption: 12-16V DC, <150mA

Runtime: > 30 minutes

    

The cost of an intrusion is directly proportional to 

the time available to the intruder. Forcing the   

	 intruder to exit immediately, empty-handed 

	    and without confrontation,  is the 

	        ultimate solution in any intrusion.   

 
                             

                       Inferno - intolerable to intruders.

 INFERNO INSTANT
 STAND-ALONE SYSTEM : DATA SHEET
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